
VBSE TOGETHER - from Kat Miller

VBC123 MENSTRUAL CRAMPS.vbi

To create water charged with a Vibrational Balancing Combination:  

1.     Print the Vibrational Balancing Combination file.  

2.     Sequentially place a glass container (vial, cup, pitcher, bottle) of water on top of each individual card for at least 15 seconds.
        (Order is not important, but it is important to charge the water with each card.  If a card is in the sequence more than once, 
        then it should be charged as many times as it is in the sequence). 

3.     You may wish to copy the Vibrational Balancing Combination using the Replicate and Transmit card then drink the copy,
        maintaining the original Vibrational Balancing charged water as your sample for copying.  

Copy Vibrational Balancing energy with the Replicate and Transmit card:  
        Place the Source (water which has been charged with the Vibrational Balancing Images you wish to copy) on the "SOURCE"
        image and a glass container of water to copy the energy to on the "TARGET" image for a minimum of 30 seconds.  

Send remote Vibrational Balancing energy with the Replicate and Transmit card:  
        Place the Source (water which has been charged with the Vibrational Balancing Images you wish to sent remotely) on the
        "SOURCE" image and write the name of the person to receive the transmitted energy on a piece of paper and put the paper
        inside the "TARGET" circle.  

Neutralize (erase) Vibrational Balancing energy:  
        Place the sample on the Magnetic Neutralization card for a minimum of one minute.  
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VB17 Energy Balancing

DivineORDER-WOMB

VB25 Feeling at Ease

BENEVOLENT-EASE

VB45 Negativity

CANCEL-CANCEL-CANCEL-CLEAR-SAGE-BE
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VB51 Pain

TOGETHER-CHANGE-BE-ON-ADJUST-NOW

VB58 Premenstrual Syndrome

HO-SLOW-SAGE-WITH-LOVE-BE

VB76 Tension Release

HO-SLOW-WITH-LOVE

VB78 Tired Feet

MOVE-WITH-LIGHT
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